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General Company Information 
 
- MLDA Competitive Company is by audition only.  

-Each dancer will receive a personalized class schedule. NO modifications will be made to a dancer’s schedule.  

-Dancers accepted to MLDA Competitive Company will be required to take Ballet, Jazz, Lyrical and Turns (if offered at their level).  

Dancers may be required or have the option, depending on placement to take Hip Hop, Tap, Legs and Feet, Contemporary, Musical 

Theatre and other specialty instruction (if offered at their level). 

- Company at MLDA is a 2-4 day per week required commitment depending on placement.  

- ALL dancers accepted to MLDA Competitive Company must be at their summer dance requirements.  

- Any current dancer that has an outstanding balance or does not register and update their financial information will NOT be allowed 

to start the 2019/20 season. NO Exceptions will be made.  

- The Company Dancer/Parent Agreement for the 2019/20 season must be turned in no later than Tuesday, July 2
nd

 2019. Please 

note we only need the signature page which is available at MLDA. 
 

Important Dates 
- Signed agreement due on July 2

nd
 2019 

- Parent Meeting and Reception July 22
nd

 2019 

- First Company Fee (1/2 payment) due on August 1st 2019 

- In House Choreography August 10
th

 – 23
rd

 2019 

- Second Company Fee (full payment) due September 1
st

 2019 (Remaining company fee payments due on the 1st of each month) 

- Classes start on Tuesday, September 3
rd

 2019 

- First Saturday Company Rehearsal on September 7
th

 2019 
 
 

Dance Placement, Choreography and Rehearsal Fees 
 
-All dances will be cast by placement and/or audition.  
 
-All MLDA Competitive Company dancers are guaranteed 2 pieces (dancers in Small Fries may only compete 1 piece).  Participation 
in these pieces is mandatory. A one time choreography fee of $150 per dancer/per routine that is paid directly to the choreographer 
at the start of the first rehearsal and a one time rehearsal fee, per piece/per dancer of $65 paid to MLDA 
 
- All in house pieces for dancers in Competitive, Intern, ProTrack and Senior are placed by audition. There may be an audition for 
specific genres in August. All choreography placements are final. Dancers in Small Fries and Squad do not need to audition for 
choreography. 

- If a dancer auditions and is placed in a piece to compete Hip Hop, Tap, Ballroom, Jazz Fusion or Musical Theatre the dancer MUST 
be registered in the appropriate level of the chosen genre and have consistent attendance.  

- All in house pieces cast by audition and set by MLDA Faculty will have a one time choreography fee of $150 per dancer/per routine 
that is paid directly to the choreographer and a one time rehearsal fee, per piece/per dancer of $65 paid to MLDA 

- Guest pieces are optional and dancers for these pieces are always selected through audition by the choreographer. If selected to be 
in a guest piece there is a one time choreography fee made payable to MLDA. Guest choreographer fees vary from $325-$500. There 
is also a one time rehearsal fee, per guest piece/per dancer of $65 paid to MLDA. (Please note that if a dancer is selected for a guest 
piece and accepts placement they are required to attend both the travel event and The Dance Awards with MLDA) 

- Solos, duos and trios will be placed by MLDA faculty. Not all dancers will be placed with a solo, duo and/or trio. If a dancer is not 
selected for a solo, duo or trio they can file a request in September. Request will be considered and placed by MLDA faculty and 
fulfilled as instructors have availability. Please remember that it is a request and that not all requests will be able to be fulfilled. Solo, 
duo and trio rates and choreography fees vary by instructor. If placed with a solo/duo/trio please contact your 
instructor/choreographer directly for rates. 



Swing Dancers 

Over the past few seasons we have noticed an increased need to have a swing for most of our competitive pieces. A swing is a 
performer that is an expert for a particular piece of work in its entirety. Unlike an understudy who learns one part and performs that 
one part as needed; a swing is performer who knows every part and can fill in for any role at any given time. A swing is the hardest 
position to hold and takes a very focused/committed individual; therefore selection of who is the swing dancer for a given piece will 
be taken very seriously. Our hope is that by having a swing in most pieces it will help eliminate additional stress and rehearsals when 
a situation arises that prevents the full cast of a piece able to compete. All swings will be selected by the choreographer. 

If your dancer is cast/selected as a swing (during the regional season) 
 - You will not incur any additional expense 

 - The competition entry fee will be covered by the dancer who is unable to perform 

 - They must attend every rehearsal for said piece and be ready to jump in at any time 

 

Swings performing at Nationals 

 - You will be responsible for the nationals rehearsal fee 

 - The competition entry fee will be covered by the dancer not attending Nationals ONLY if they were required to attend 

 

On a Nationals year if your dancer is asked to step into a piece  for Nationals and accepts you will be responsible for the rehearsal 

fee and competition entry fee. 

 
Company Wide Saturday Rehearsals 

10-5pm 
Saturday rehearsals are mandatory for all dancers in  

Competitive, ProTrack and Senior 
Not all dancers will need to be there the whole time. Pieces being rehearsed and exact schedule will be released after placement 

 

September 7th, September 21st, October 5th, November 9th, November 16th, December 7th 

 
Advanced Notice Absences 

MLDA understands that sometimes a dancer is going to be absent because of required school events, vacations etc….  
We ask that you please let us know in writing as soon as possible. 

Advanced Notice Absence (i.e. required school event, vacation) please email Julie at jmwebb@michellelatimerdance.com 
 
 

Day of Absences 
If your dancer cannot make it to dance because of illness, homework etc…  

You can report an absence through the company page or please call the studio (303)290-6246 
Please do not email/text/direct message an individual instructor 

 
 

Company Page 
Be sure to become a member of the MLDA company page!!!  

This is where you can find the most up to date information for all things company related. Once you are approved as a member you 
can shortcut this page to your home screen and it will open with a single touch. Be sure to check this page every day! 

Please note that this is different from the parent portal used for billing. 
 
 

mailto:jmwebb@michellelatimerdance.com


Tribe Vibe 
 

Tribe - : a group of persons having a common character, occupation, or interest  
Vibe - : a person's emotional state or the atmosphere of a place as communicated to and felt by others 

 

To help with planning and coordinating multiple schedules MLDA will clearly post Tribe Vibe. Tribe Vibe takes place several times 
throughout the season when it is most crucial that all dancers are present in their classes and rehearsals. Not only to be ready for 

competition but more importantly to build a feeling of unity, camaraderie and pride. Most of these times have been specified in the 
contract in previous years but we are hopeful that by posting it as such on the calendar it will give clear communication and a visual 

reminder of when dancers must be present to uphold and fulfill their commitment to MLDA and their “Tribe”. An absence will be 
counted for each class or rehearsal a dancer misses not by day; for example if a dancer misses 1 class and 1 rehearsal on the same 
day during Tribe Vibe it is a total of 2 absences. A dancer who logs more than 4 absences during Tribe Vibe collectively throughout 

the season may be removed from a piece(s), from an event and/or could be placed on probation. 
 

Tribe Vibe is: 
Being there for one another, bringing contagious energy and working hard; 

 to give your very best the week leading up to a competitive event! 
 

First Tribe Vibe of the season!!! 

January 6th – January 9th 2020 
This is an important time for MLDA to make the final preparations before we premiere at our First Event!  

Please mark your calendars now so we can have all of our dancers present! 
 

Traveling for Convention 
Over the past few years we have noticed a significant increase in the amount of traveling out of state for convention. While we 
encourage training and want to support our dancers and their goals it has grown into an issue that can at times be difficult to 

manage. To help all of our dancers MLDA will now have sanctioned weekends for traveling. If you want to travel out of state to a 
convention you can make plans freely if it is one of the sanctioned weekends for travel. MLDA guarantees that they will not schedule 
any In House rehearsals during a travel weekend. However, if a guest is available to come and that is the only time they are available 

we will book the guest. If it is a cleared weekend for travel and a dancer needs to miss their Thursday required classes/rehearsals 
because they have solo competition on Friday they will be excused. Dancers choosing to travel on weekends not sanctioned should 

make plans that are refundable. Dancers are expected to be in their required classes/rehearsals Thursday; dancers will not be 
excused to compete. Please note that if a rehearsal is booked and they choose to miss rehearsal to travel they will be removed from 
the piece, which could affect their eligibility for guest pieces. MLDA kindly requests that dancers do not travel the weekend before a 

required event attended as a studio, thank you in advance for your cooperation and understanding. 
Weekends sanctioned for traveling will be released as soon as MLDA’s competitive season schedule is finalized 

 

2019/20 Expected Events 
-MLDA is planning on attending the following events during the 2019/20 season (this list is tentative and subject to change). Required 

events for specific dancers will be specified on the company page after placement. Not all dances will compete at every event attended but every dance will compete 

at minimum 3 times. Depending on placement dancers will have 5-8 required events.  

 Kàos – Hip Hop Convention ONLY    November 22-24, 2019 
 24/7 – Convention/Competition    January 10-12, 2020 
 Celebrity - Competition ONLY Event     January 17-19, 2020 
 Showbiz – Competition Only Event    February 7-9, 2020 

JUMP – Convention/Competition    February 28 – March 1, 2020 
Travel Event*      March 13-15, 2020 

 Spotlight - Competition ONLY Event   March 13-15, 2020 
 Radix – Convention/Competition      April 3-5, 2020   
 Adrenaline – Convention/Competition   April 17-19, 2020 
 NUVO – Convention/Competition    April 24-26, 2020 
 MLDA Annual Recital     May 2020 - tentative 
 Nationals Classes and Rehearsals    June 8-24, 2020 
 The Dance Awards* – National Convention/Competition June 27 – July 4, 2020 
* Please note Travel Events are required for all dancers in guest artist pieces 



Financial Commitment Details 
- Please sign your competitive dancer and parent agreement through the studio website no later than July 2

nd
 2019.  To sign log into 

the Parent Portal and register your dancer for the event “2019/20 Company” 
 
- All members of MLDA Competitive Company must provide a credit or debit card number that will be kept on file for all competitive 
dance related expenses throughout the season. NO EXCEPTIONS will be allowed. You can do this by updating your financial 
information in the parent portal. If you are new to MLDA you can create a parent portal through our website when you register for 
the 2019/20 season.  Please be sure to do this no later than July 2

nd
 2019.  

 

– Starting August 1, 2019 MLDA will begin to collect Company Fee payments.  
 
- Company Fee includes class tuition, administrative/director costs and MLDA Company gear.  
 

- Company fees are based on a dancer’s placement, first payment due on August 1
st

 and second payment due September 1
st

 and so 
on until 10 payments have been received. Payments due in August, December, January and May will be 1/2 of your monthly 
amount, Payments due in September-November and February –April will be for your full monthly amount. Please note that company 
fees do not include costumes, choreography fees (in house or guest), rehearsal fees (in house or guest), registration fee, convention 
fees, competition fees, guest/master option and any other fees that are applicable to your individual dancer.  
 

 

2019/20 Company Rates 
 

MLDA Small Fries 

$220/month 

 $110/month - August, December, January and May 1
st
, 

 $220/month September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

 

MLDA Squad 
Petite, Mini A, Mini B  

$330/month 

 $165/month - August, December, January and May 1
st
, 

 $330/month September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

 

MLDA Competitive 
Mini 
$430/month  
 $215/month - August, December, January and May 1

st
, 

 $430/month September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

Junior A, Junior B, Teen C 
$505/month  
 $252.50/month - August, December, January and May 1

st
, 

 $505/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

PreTeen, Teen B 

$530/month 

 $265/month - August, December, January and May 1
st
,  

 $530/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

Teen A 

$550/month,  

 $275/ month - August, December, January and May 1
st
, 

 $550/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st
 

Senior 
$505/month  
 $252.50/month - August, December, January and May 1

st
, 

 $505/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

 



Intern 
$560/month,  

 $280/ month - August, December, January and May 1
st
, 

 $560/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st
 

 

PrePro 
PrePro 

$560/month,  

 $280/ month - August, December, January and May 1
st
, 

 $560/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st
 

ProTrack 
ProTrack 1 and 2  

$560/month,  

 $280/ month - August, December, January and May 1
st
, 

 $560/month - September, October, November, February, March and April 1
st 

 

Guest/Master Monthly Option 
If your dancer has been placed in Competitive Junior or PreTeen you can add to your monthly Company Rate if selected 

 
$55/month, August – April, 2020  
Equal monthly payments for the first 9 guest/master classes that MLDA offers  
Please note that it is NOT the first 9 classes a dancer is present in but the first 9 classes MLDA offers, no make-ups or proration 

**Save MORE** Once the first 9 classes have been offered by MLDA; participants of the Guest/Master option 
will receive an Exclusive rate of $50 for classes offered above the first 9 (if offered).  

 
 

If your dancer has been placed in Competitive Teen, Senior, Intern, PrePro or ProTrack you can add to your monthly Company 
Rate if selected 

 
$110/month, August – April, 2020 
Equal monthly payments for the first 18 guest/master classes that MLDA offers  
Please note that it is NOT the first 18 classes a dancer is present in but the first 18 classes MLDA offers, no make-ups or proration 

**Save MORE** Once the first 18 classes have been offered by MLDA; participants of the Guest/Master 
option will receive an Exclusive rate of $50 for classes offered above the first 18 (if offered).  
 
Guest/Master Classes  –  if option is not selected  
If this option is not selected payment for each individual class will be due at the time the class is taken at the regular drop in rate of 
$65 per dancer/per class 
 

Additional Financial Information 
- Please note that if you would like to pay any amount in addition to your company fees each month to be used towards other dance 
related expenses you can make arrangements with Dorothy at mldabooks@gmail.com  
 

**Important** - You will be billed individual expenses as they need to be collected. You will be invoiced charges at minimum 1 week 
before they are due and a due date will be specified on the invoice. MLDA will process all charges to the account on file on the due 
date specified on the invoice. If you have a question/dispute on an invoiced charge you must contact Dorothy at 
mldabooks@gmail.com at least 24 hours before the due date. If the invoice has been paid and there is a discrepancy a credit will be 
put towards future expenses, a refund will not be issued. 
 

- MLDA has the right to remove a dancer from company if they begin to carry an outstanding balance. Please refer to the studio 
policies attached to your company contract. 

mailto:mldabooks@gmail.com
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2019/20 Season is a Nationals Years!!! 

MLDA will be attending The Dance Awards in Las Vegas!!! 
Any company dancer in the Mini, Junior, Teen or Senior Ballrooms are invited to attend.  

However attendance is not required unless specified in the Company Agreement. 
 

We will be competing for Studio of the Year in 2020. We have made it into the finals for this prestigious award the in both 2016 and 

2014, which we are very proud of and are hopeful to compete again 2020!!! 
MLDA did not compete for Studio of the Year in 2018 

 

Timeline of commitment and fees due for The Dance Awards 
 
November – Who plans on attending The Dance Awards?! 
MLDA will ask for a tentative commitment from dancers (not all ready required to attend) who are planning on attending The Dance 
Awards in 2020 
 

February – At the beginning of February we will collect a final count of dancers attending The Dance Awards 
 

March - Competitive pieces being taken to The Dance Awards announced!! 
Please note that MLDA does not take all competitive pieces to The Dance Awards. Pieces that will be competing at The Dance 
Awards will be determined once final numbers of who will be attending are collected in January. Please note if a dancer commits to 
attending The Dance Awards and no competitive pieces they are in are selected to compete they are still encouraged to attend! 
However if a dancer chooses to they can withdrawal attendance to The Dance Awards. A withdrawal must be received with 48 hours 
of pieces being announced. 
 

March 15th 2020 – Convention or Best Dancer Fees for The Dance Awards will be collected 
If your dancer receives a scholarship to attend The Dance Awards after the convention fee is collected it will be credited towards 
your Competition Fees and/or Nationals Rehearsal and Class Fees. 
 

April 15th 2020 – Competition Fees for The Dance Awards will be collected 
Please note that if your dancer will be attending The Dance Awards and qualifies to compete for Best Dancer you can turn in your 
paper work to Cheri way before this time. The deadline for registration is April 30

th
 2020. If a dancer qualifies for best dancer after 

this deadline please notify MLDA immediately. 
 

May 15th 2020 –Director’s Fees for The Dance Awards will be collected 
 

June 1st 2020 – Nationals Rehearsals and Class fees 
Dancers attending The Dance Awards are required to attend technique intensives during the morning and possible rehearsal 
(depending on placement and pieces taken to The Dance Awards) in the evening 2 full weeks before leaving for The Dance Awards in 
Las Vegas.  

 

All flight and hotel arrangements should be made individually. MLDA does not coordinate this. 

 



Michelle Latimer Dance Academy 

Company Dancer Agreement for 2019/20 Season 

I understand that I am committing to an entire season which begins July 2019 and ends at the conclusion of recital in 

June 2020. On a nationals year; if I am required to attend nationals with MLDA I understand that this agreement is 

extended into July and ends with the conclusion of the competition.  

 

I understand that as a member of MLDA Performing Company that there are other dancers depending on me and that it 

is disrespectful not to be dedicated to the commitment I am making. (See Probation Policy) 

 

I understand that as a member of MLDA Performing Company that I am committing to attending class on a regular basis. 

I will have exceptional attendance in ALL of my required classes. I will arrive for classes on time, wearing the appropriate 

clothing and with my hair securely pulled back. 

   

  The Ballet Uniform is:  

 For Ladies- Pink Tights, Black Leotard, Pink Ballet Slippers and hair securely pulled back (including bangs).  

 For Gentlemen – Black Cotton Men’s Capri Tight (by Capezio), Fitted Black Tank and Black Ballet Shoes. 

  

 For ALL Other Classes: 

Anything that doesn’t hide your body (i.e. bootie shorts, tanks, crop tops etc…). Baggy oversized clothing is not 

acceptable. Jeans or other items that do not stretch and breathe should not be worn.  Hair should be pulled 

back unless permitted by an instructor. Multiple and/or large accessories are not permitted. Barefoot or 

appropriate shoes should be worn for each class. 

 

I understand that at all times I should maintain proper classroom etiquette and set an example for new and younger 

dancers regardless of instructor and/or class style. 

 

**IMPORTANT** As a competitive dancer at MLDA I am given a required class schedule and choreography based on my 

placement by MLDA Faculty. I understand that it is inappropriate to ask to switch/take classes or to modify my 

placement (class schedule or choreography). I understand that my teachers have my best interest as a dancer in mind 

when doing placement and that it is their area of expertise. Should a modification or addition to my placement need to 

be made MLDA will contact my parent/guardian. This applies to weekly required classes as well as guest/master classes, 

intensives, required in house choreography placement and choreography auditions (in house or guest).  

 

**IMPORTANT ** I understand that if I am offered and accept placement in MLDA’s Intern, PrePro or ProTrack program 

that I am required to attend every event (local and out of state) attended as a studio and also on even numbered years 

Nationals. I understand that if I audition for a guest artist piece and am selected (regardless of placement) I am required 

to participate in all events (local or out of state) attended as a studio. I understand that I am NOT eligible for a guest 

artist piece if I will NOT be attending Nationals with MLDA. By being placed in a guest artist piece I understand that Iam 

committing and required to attend Nationals. MLDA attends Nationals every other year, on even numbered years.  

 

I understand that as a member of MLDA performing company that it is my responsibility to check the company page 

regularly and know my rehearsal/class schedule. It is not appropriate to contact an instructor to find out my rehearsal 

and/or class schedule. 

 



**UPDATED** I understand that the weekend and week before any competition or event is MANDATORY. Attendance 

is expected in ALL rehearsals and classes. This is clearly posted as “Tribe Vibe” on the company page. I also understand 

that I am allowed a maximum of 4 absences collectively throughout the season during “Tribe Vibe”.  An absence will 

be counted for each class or rehearsal I miss not by day; if I miss 1 class and 1 rehearsal on the same day during “Tribe 

Vibe” it is a total of 2 absences logged.  If I log more than 4 absences during “Tribe Vibe” collectively throughout the 

season I am aware that I may be removed from a piece(s), an event and/or could be placed on probation. 

I understand that I am expected to arrive at competitions no later than 1.5 hours before I am supposed to perform 

dressed and ready to go. If I choose to get ready at the event I must arrive with ample time to get ready BEFORE the 1.5 

hour call time. 

 

I understand when the required events for this season are and will make it a priority to participate. In the event that I 

am unable to attend a required event, 120 days notice must be given in writing. 

 

 

I understand that MLDA is a home away from home and that it should be treated with respect. Therefore I will clean up 

after myself, treat my fellow dancers and teachers with respect and will set a good example for the younger dancers of 

MLDA. 

 

**PLEASE REMEMBER** I will be respectful my instructors’ personal time. I understand that the best form of 

communication is through email. If I have been given an instructor’s personal number I will not give their personal 

number to someone else. I will also be considerate of the time that I choose to contact an instructor via text or phone 

call. Furthermore, I understand that I should not contact an instructor on weekends or during breaks as this is their 

personal time away from work (Please see Instructor Personal Time Policy below). 

 

I understand that should I need to be absent it is my responsibility to communicate this in writing as far in advanced as 

possible.  

 

I understand that being disrespectful, gossiping or spreading rumors of any staff member, fellow dancer or parent is 

unacceptable and could result in probation or dismissal from company and/or the studio. 

 

I understand that as a member of MLDA performing company that I cannot train at, represent, perform or compete 

on behalf of another studio or company and failure to comply by this regulation will result in my immediate dismissal. 

This includes performance companies, ballet only studios and other schools and/or events outside of required school 

events. (Please see Outside Training Policy) 

 

I have read and understand MLDA’s studio policies. I have received a copy of the following: 

 

I will clearly label all of my shoes and clothing and will be careful in bringing anything of importance or value to the 

studio. I understand that MLDA is not responsible for lost or stolen items nor will they try to recover a missing item. 

Should an item come up missing my parent/guardian can try to recover the item by posting in the Company Parents Only 

group on facebook. 

 

I understand that being a member of MLDA performing company is a privilege and that inappropriate behavior of any 

kind (ie being disrespectful, gossiping or spreading rumors of any staff member, dancer or parent etc...) that could 

reflect poorly on other students, parents or the studio under any circumstance is not tolerable and could result in my 

probation or dismissal from the company and/or the studio. 



Michelle Latimer Dance Academy 
Company Parent Agreement for 2019/20 Season 

 

I understand that I am committing to an entire season which begins July 2019 and ends at the conclusion of recital in 

June 2020. On a nationals year; if my dancer is required to attend nationals with MLDA I understand that this agreement 

is extended into July and ends with the conclusion of the competition.  

 

**IMPORTANT** As a member of competitive company at MLDA my dancer is given a required class schedule and 

choreography based on their placement by MLDA Faculty. I understand that it is inappropriate to ask to switch/take 

classes or to modify my dancer’s placement (class schedule or choreography). I understand that the teachers have my 

dancer’s best interest in mind when doing placement and that it is their area of expertise. If a modification or addition to 

my dancer’s placement needs to be made I understand that MLDA will contact me. This applies to weekly required 

classes as well as guest/master classes, intensives, required in house choreography placement and choreography 

auditions (in house or guest).  

 

I will hold my dancer accountable to remain dedicated to the commitment they have made to be a member of MLDA 

performing company for the 2019/20 season. I will make it a priority to have my dancer attend all of their required 

classes on a consistent basis. (Please see Probation below) 

 

I understand that should my dancer need to be absent it is my responsibility to communicate this in writing as far in 

advanced as possible.  

 

I understand that my dancer(s) must be picked up from class and/or rehearsals on a timely basis. (Please see Dancer 

Pick-Up Policy below) 

 

**IMPORTANT ** I understand that if my dancer is offered and we accept placement in MLDA’s Intern, PrePro or 

ProTrack program that my dancer is required to attend every event (local and out of state) attended as a studio and also 

on even numbered years Nationals. I understand that if my dancer auditions for a guest artist piece and is selected 

(regardless of placement) they are required to participate in all events (local or out of state) attended as a studio. I 

understand that my dancer is NOT eligible for a guest artist piece if they will NOT be attending Nationals with MLDA. By 

being placed in a guest artist piece I understand that my dancer and I are committing and required to attend Nationals. 

MLDA attends Nationals every other year, on even numbered years.  

 

**UPDATED** I understand that ALL classes and rehearsals the weekend and week before any event are MANDATORY 

and I will make sure to have my dancer present at all required classes. This is clearly posted as “Tribe Vibe” on the 

calendar and company page 

 

I will have my dancer at competitions no later than 1.5 hours before they are scheduled to perform dressed and ready 

to dance.  If I choose to get my dancer ready at the competition I must arrive with ample time BEFORE the 1.5 hour call 

time. 

 

I or my dancer will clearly label all of their shoes and clothing and will discourage my dancer from bringing anything of 

importance or value to the studio. I understand that MLDA is not responsible for lost or stolen items nor will they try to 

recover a missing item. Should an item come up missing I can try to recover the item by posting in the Company Parents 

Only group on facebook. 



I understand that as a member of MLDA performing company that my dancer cannot train, represent, perform or 

compete on behalf of another studio or company and failure to comply by this regulation will result in immediate 

dismissal. This includes performance companies, ballet only studios and other schools and/or events outside of 

required school events. (Please see Outside Training Policy) 

 

**PLEASE REMEMBER** I will be respectful of the instructors personal time. I understand that the best form of 

communication is through email. If I have been given an instructor’s personal number I will not give their personal 

number to someone else. I will also be considerate of the time that I choose to contact an instructor via text or phone 

call. Furthermore, I understand that I should not contact an instructor on weekends or during breaks as this is their 

personal time away from work (Please see Instructor Personal Time below). 

 

I understand that being a member of MLDA performing company is a privilege and that inappropriate behavior of any 

kind (ie being disrespectful, gossiping or spreading rumors of any staff member, dancer or parent etc...) that could 

reflect poorly on other students, parents or the studio under any circumstance is not tolerable and could result in my 

dancer’s probation or dismissal from the company and/or the studio. 

 

I have received a copy, read and understand MLDA’s studio policies. 

I understand that MLDA requires volunteer hours from all company members (Small Fries – 2 hrs, Squad – 5 hrs, 

Competitive Mini - Senior, Intern, PrePro, ProTrack – 10 hrs). I understand that if I purchase something (supplies, 

costume accessories etc…) for MLDA that I do not receive reimbursement for; that every $10 spent = 1 volunteer hour. 

 

Financial Agreements 

 

I understand that MLDA requires all company members to participate in automatic payment. This can be done with 

either a credit card or direct debit through your checking account. I will keep my account with MLDA current and 

understand that failure to do so will result in my dancer not being registered for any further events until it is paid in 

full. There are no exceptions. 

 

I will make it a priority to have my dancer at every required event during the season. Should a conflict occur I 

understand that written notice must be given 120 days before the event. If less notification is given I understand that 

NO REFUNDS will be given for any fees that have all ready been paid. 

 

If my dancer must miss a required event a restaging fee of $50.00/per routine will be charged. This applies to all events 

that were given to me in the company packet. If an event is added after the original list is distributed this fee will not 

apply if attendance is not possible.  

 

I understand that all fees for any event (i.e. convention, competition etc…) will be processed at minimum 8 weeks 

before the date of the event (120 days notice must be given if unable to attend an event). I understand that I will receive 

notification of these charges before they are processed by email. NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN ON ANY COMPETITION 

OR CONVENTION FEE. 

 

If for any reason my dancer voluntarily leaves MLDA mid-season I have read and understand the Breaking Agreement 

Mid Season Studio Policy. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



MLDA Studio Policies 

 

 

MLDA instituted this policy on June 28th 2019 

Personal Items 

 

I understand that MLDA is not responsible for lost or stolen items nor will they try to recover a missing item. Should an 

item come up missing a parent or legal guardian can try to recover the item by posting in the Company Parents Only 

group on facebook. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st 2017, updated June 28th 2019 

Traveling for Dance Conventions/Competitions 
 

MLDA provides sanctioned weekends for traveling to dance conventions/competitions. If you want to travel out of state 

for a dance convention/competition you can make plans freely if it is one of the sanctioned weekends for travel. MLDA 

guarantees that they will not schedule any In House rehearsals during a travel weekend. However, if a guest is available 

to come and that is the only time they are available we will book the guest. If it is a sanctioned weekend for travel and a 

dancer needs to miss their Thursday required classes/rehearsals because they have solo competition on Friday they will 

be excused. Dancers choosing to travel on weekends not sanctioned should make plans that are refundable and should 

check with MLDA before making any plans. Dancers traveling on non-sanctioned weekends are expected to be in their 

required classes/rehearsals Thursday; dancers will not be excused to compete. If a rehearsal is booked and a dancer 

chooses to miss rehearsal to travel they will be removed from the piece(s), which could affect their eligibility for guest 

pieces. Dancers that travel are always expected to be in all their required classes and rehearsals on Monday. MLDA 

kindly requests that dancers do not travel the weekend before a required event attended as a studio, thank you in 

advance for your cooperation and understanding. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

MLDA instituted this policy on July 19th 2018 

Parent Free Zone 

 

In the effort to maintain a less crowded space and an area that is truly designated "for the students",  

MLDA is implementing a new Parent Free Zone Policy for the front lobby areas of the studio 

after 5:30pm weeknights, Monday through Friday. We have very limited space in our lobby and want to reserve all 

benches, chairs, stools and countertops for our students who often need to complete homework and eat dinner. We 

would like to avoid kids needing to sit on the floor to eat and work. We feel in the spirit of creating an environment that 

lends itself to be a user-friendly space for our dancers, we want to reserve those areas for dancers only, in hopes that 

they will feel less crowded and a have a more comfortable area to work, rest between classes and eat. The studio is truly 

their space and we appreciate your cooperation, in advance, for assisting us in keeping the lobby area for them. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



MLDA instituted this policy on June 18th 2015 - UPDATED May 1st, 2017 

Instructor Personal Time Policy  
 

The faculty of Michelle Latimer Dance Academy is very committed to the success and well being of all of our dancers. 

Because of changes in today’s society with texting, social media, email etc…it has become increasingly more difficult to 

balance work and personal life as people are expected to be available at all times. There is a more personal aspect of our 

job which is part of what makes it so great! However, because of this aspect it is all the more important that the faculty 

is able to step away from their job outside of specified guidelines below so we can spend time with our families and get 

a break from work. Therefore MLDA will institute the following policy so communication is clear and instructors can 

have a better work/life balance. 

 

- Each instructor has an email and will check their email once a day (time set by instructor), Monday-Thursday. 

You will get a response within 24 hours of receipt; email is not checked on Fridays, Saturdays and Sunday. This is 

the only way an instructor should be contacted for studio related matters. 

- MLDA has a company page, this is the most up to date way to find out current rehearsal schedules, class 

modifications etc…It is not appropriate to contact an instructor via text, email or social media to find out details. 

If clarification is needed please contact the studio by phone 303-290-6246 or through email. 

- Should something arise that a meeting or phone conversation is warranted, please email the instructor first and 

they will set up a time to meet or speak with you. 

- Should an instructor give you their personal cell phone number please be considerate of the day/time and 

quantity that you contact them. If a message is sent or call is received outside of studio days (Monday-Thursday) 

your message will be returned on the next business day. 

- Each instructor has several clients that they work with and they try to be as accommodating with scheduling as 

possible. It is not appropriate to dictate when an instructor will work with your dancer. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st 2017 

Student Choreography 

 

Dancers wishing to choreograph a solo for themselves or another student must receive MLDA approval before 

beginning. If a student is choosing to choreograph a solo for themselves they need to be at least 16 years of age. Any 

student choreographed routine must be seen and approved by a MLDA faculty member before competing. All costuming 

must also be seen and approved by a MLDA faculty member before being worn on stage. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st 2017, updated June 18th 2019 

Breaking Agreement Mid-Season 
 

If for any reason a dancer voluntarily leaves MLDA mid-season you will 

- Pay a break of agreement fee of $500 

- Not receive a refund for any fees related with the season that have all ready been collected 

- Be responsible for all entry fees for the rest of the season if the dancer has to be replaced in the routine 

- Not receive your costumes until the completion of the season 

- Be billed a $75 re-staging fee for each piece a dancer is in 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st 2017 

Removal from Choreography 
If for any reason a dancer is removed from a piece mid-season you will 

- Not receive a refund for any fees related with the season that have all ready been collected 

- Still need to purchase the costume 

- Be responsible for all entry fees for the season if the dancer must be replaced 

- Not receive your costumes until the completion of the season 

- Be billed a $75 re-staging fee  

- I understand this could affect my dancer’s eligibility for guest pieces 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st 2017, updated June 28th 2019 

Traveling for Dance Conventions/Competitions 
MLDA provides sanctioned weekends for traveling to dance conventions/competitions. If you want to travel out of state 

for a dance convention/competition you can make plans freely if it is one of the sanctioned weekends for travel. MLDA 

guarantees that they will not schedule any In House rehearsals during a travel weekend. However, if a guest is available 

to come and that is the only time they are available we will book the guest. If it is a sanctioned weekend for travel and a 

dancer needs to miss their Thursday required classes/rehearsals because they have solo competition on Friday they will 

be excused. Dancers choosing to travel on weekends not sanctioned should make plans that are refundable and should 

check with MLDA before making any plans. Dancers traveling on non-sanctioned weekends are expected to be in their 

required classes/rehearsals Thursday; dancers will not be excused to compete. If a rehearsal is booked and a dancer 

chooses to miss rehearsal to travel they will be removed from the piece(s), which could affect their eligibility for guest 

pieces. Dancers that travel are always expected to be in all their required classes and rehearsals on Monday. MLDA 

kindly requests that dancers do not travel the weekend before a required event attended as a studio, thank you in 

advance for your cooperation and understanding. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

MLDA instituted this policy on February 17th 2011 - UPDATED May 1st 2017 

Probation Policy  
If a dancer has more than 2 unexcused absences from a class/rehearsal in a month’s time the dancer will be placed on 

probation. When a dancer is on probation they will not be allowed to compete. If a dancer is pulled from a competition 

that they are already registered for all entry fees will be forfeited and a re-staging fee (that is stated in your company 

contract) will be collected for each piece the dancer is in. Probation will be lifted only when a dancer shows consistent 

attendance in all classes and rehearsals for 2 weeks. If the dancer’s attendance becomes lax again they will be placed 

back on probation and removed from competition. If a dancer is placed on probation a third time it will result in the 

dancer being removed permanently for the rest of the season. 

 

What is considered an excused absence? 

1. Illness or a diagnosed injury 
2. Family Emergency 
3. Religious Commitments 
4. Finals Week (for dancers in high school) 
5. Certain School Commitments and Extra Curricular Activities (please see Julie or Michelle before signing up 

for a school activity you know will conflict with your dance schedule) 
6. College Auditions 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st 2017 

Injury 

Should a dancer sustain an injury during the competitive season MLDA wants our dancers to have ample time to recover 
so they are healthy and strong and when ready to return to dance are able to give their company and instructors their 
best effort.  If a dancer is unable to take all of their classes and participate fully in rehearsals 2 weeks before competition 
they may be removed from the event. Should an injury occur during an event that renders the dancer unable to finish 
competition and there is another event the following weekend a dancer may be pulled from the next event. This is to 
protect our dancers from feeling pressure to return too quickly and to eliminate stress and last minute rehearsals for all 
of our competing dancers. If at any time during a season a dancer is injured enough that it prevents them from taking all 
of their required classes and/or rehearsals in a given week it is inappropriate to travel on a weekend for a dance event, 
they need to rest and rehabilitate. 
 
The same guidelines apply to a dancer that has a significant illness (i.e. Mono, Influenza, Pneumonia, Appendicitis etc…) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MLDA instituted this policy on May 1st, 2017 

Social Media Policy 

In the current high profile importance of social media, what we choose to post becomes very important. It becomes 

branding for our program and the overall presentation of our business and reputation needs to be carefully cultivated.  

Any content that you want to post regarding the studio i.e. Videos, Snapchats, Instagram posts, Facebook posts, 

YouTube posts etc… MUST be approved before posting by the MLDA instructor of the class or choreographer (this 

includes solos, duo/trios and group pieces). This is for the protection of our students and for the faculty of MLDA’s work. 

It is not appropriate to post videos of class combos, pieces or rehearsals etc… without consent from MLDA faculty. We 

take our reputation (as a studio and as individual professionals) and the reputation of our dancers very seriously and want to 

make sure what represents MLDA is consistent. If a post is found that was not approved you will be asked to take it down. 

If your posting is approved, we ask that you  
- Please tag michellelatimerdance  
- Hashtag the studio, #michellelatimerdance 

 

 We also love it when you include the hashtag #MLDAlove. We want to have a positive presentation of MLDA and love to 

show the success and achievements of our dancers!!! We want to celebrate and support our tribe in the most positive 

way! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MLDA instituted this policy on July 20th 2016 

Cell Phone Policy 

Cell phones are not allowed to be out, used or checked during class. Phones should be silenced and put securely away. 

Students can check their phone if needed between classes as long as it doesn’t make them late to their next class. This 

will help greatly with the focus and integrity of class as students will not be distracted by social media, texts, recording 

etc… Should something arise where reaching your dancer during class is necessary please contact the studio at 303-290-

6246. Snapchat, twitter, recording, etc...at no time is allowed or appropriate during class or rehearsal. If a student is 

seen using their phone during class time or rehearsal they will verbally be asked to put their phone away. Should a 

student be seen using/checking their phone a second time during class or rehearsal time they will be asked to place it in 

the cell phone basket and they can claim it at the end of the evening. Exception - If a student is using their phone during 

rehearsal for homework they must be in the lobby, dressing room or designated homework area. NO exceptions will be 

made. In regards to recording class combo, it is the instructor’s decision whether they will allow recording at the end of 

class or not. Please be respectful of the instructor’s and your fellow dancer’s time by not delaying the start of the next 

class or going past the end time of the evening to record. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



MLDA instituted this policy on April 7th 2014 - UPDATED July 20th 2016 

Outside Training Policy  
 Dancers that are under contract as a competitive dancer at MLDA are absolutely not allowed to seek additional training 

outside of their required classes during the competitive season. We request that dancers on company seek permission 

before attending master classes and guest workshops at other studios, as well. This is so we can be sure that the training 

all of our dancers are receiving is consistent, correct and in line with what MLDA teaches and approves. This is 

something that has been specified in our company contract for several years. The only exception to this policy during the 

competitive season is for students who attend DSA that are required to take modern as part of their curriculum. 

 

Dancers are allowed to take MLDA approved non-studio affiliated dance intensives during the summer as long as it does 

not conflict with their MLDA requirements. Please see the office for information on approved summer dance intensives 

before auditioning or registering for an event. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MLDA instituted this policy on June 18th 2015 

Studio Space 

Studio space is not available for use without a faculty member of MLDA present. Due to liability reasons a Parent or 

Guardian is not able to check out a key or rent studio space. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MLDA instituted this policy as of May 2nd 2012 

Account In Good Standing Policy  
All competitive dancers’ accounts MUST be kept in good standing throughout the season. Automatic Payment options 

are offered by MLDA and are REQUIRED for any dancer that is placed on a MLDA performing company. Failure to keep 

an account current will result in a dancer being pulled from ALL events until the account is paid in full. Should a dancer 

be pulled because of account default they are still expected to be in ALL required classes and rehearsals (unless excused 

by the instructor). Restaging fees for each event missed will also apply (see company contract). A dancers’ account is 

considered in default when a balance of $500 or more is 30 days past due. Should an account stay in default for 60 days 

or more a dancer is no longer allowed to take classes and will be permanently removed from all dances for the rest of 

the season (re-staging fees will stop at this point). If the account is brought back to good standing a dancer may be 

placed back into their competitive pieces at the sole discretion of the Director and Choreographer (a re-staging fee may 

apply). 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MLDA instituted this policy on February 17th 2011 – UPDATED June 18th 2015 

Dancer Pick-Up Policy 

Dancers must be picked up from class and/or rehearsals on a timely basis. If a dancer is not picked up within 10 minutes 

of the scheduled end time a late fee will be assessed. The fee is to be paid to the staff member that is waiting with your 

child. The fee is $15 for every increment of 15 minutes the dancer is late being picked up.  

11-25 minutes late - $15 
26-40 minutes late - $30 

41-55 minutes late - $45 

56+minutes late - $60 

This fee must be paid within 48 hours to the instructor or it will be billed through MLDA and an additional $10 late 

charge will be added. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


